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This annual report officially covers the financial information from the 2012-2013 school year.  We also report the em-
ployees and board of the school for that time. However, given its publication in the spring of 2014, we have more timely 
updates and information that we have also conveyed here.  additionally, the school has recently completed a planned 
transition leading to many new names in this report. The board has a “leadership Team” and mark loevy-reyes transitioned 
into the President role over the summer just as the new Head of school and the new development director started. Paul 
capcara assumed the role of Board Treasurer and you will see a letter about the financial status of the school from him.



Dear Hilltop Community,

This is an incredibly rewarding time to be leading Hilltop Montessori School. The school is a gem: an 
authentic Montessori school with solid programs from Children’s House through Middle School, an 
amazing staff, engaged students and families, a beautiful facility, and a committed board watching over solid 
finances. 

I am extremely grateful to Tonia Wheeler for coming back and leading the school through a year of 
transition. Her leadership last year stabilized the staff, reassured parents, and laid the groundwork for all 
this year’s positive developments. With stability and school finances in order, we have been able to move 
forward on many initiatives to strengthen already solid programs. These projects have included:

• augmenting the Elementary team with a Director of Elementary and strengthening the reading and 
math curriculum;

• developing a Toddler Program to meet the needs of the broader community; 
• building the “Arts Barn,” with an all-purpose space (for indoor sports, after-school programs, and 

other events), a theater, an expanded music room, a staff room and storage space;
• implementing new ideas for successful community events and fundraising; 
• expanding after-school program offerings to enhance students’ experiences and meet the childcare 

needs of working families;
• continuous evaluation and improvement of all students’ programs, including benchmarks for each 

level, communication through progress reports, and planning for a learning specialist and possible 
foreign language programs;

• setting policies and procedures as the school matures.

So many members of the community have been excited to dig in and get involved. We are at a wonderful 
point in the school’s growth. Like an adolescent maturing their brain to fit a new body, we are filling 
out our programs and formalizing procedures as we settle in to this beautiful facility. I thank you for 
welcoming my family and me so warmly, and for your continued involvement with and support for this 
gem of a school.

Tamara Mount
Head of School

2012/13                   from THe Head of scHool

Solid EngagEd authEntic MaturE WElcoMing



2012/13                  from THe PresidenT of THe Board

Hilltop Montessori School is growing. The campus is physically growing with a new multi-purpose building 
that will expand educational opportunities. The students are growing academically and emotionally. The 
faculty and staff are all challenging themselves to be better at what they do. All of this growth stems from 
the hard work and dedication of the whole Hilltop community.  

No group is more dedicated than Hilltop’s teachers, who are the heart of the school’s strength. They 
blend true caring for students with the skill to motivate them to be active learners. Their commitment 
to Montessori education is evident in the curriculum in each classroom. Moreover, the teachers are 
constantly improving student learning – preparing or debriefing for successful educational outcomes.  

Their dedication is matched by the newly constituted administrative team led by Head of School 
Tamara Mount, who took the helm in July 2013. Tamara’s management, organization, and creative skills 
set a great tone. The administrative team collaborates well to fully use the many talents of the staff. The 
administration has taken the lead on Hilltop’s new initiatives, including creating a Toddler program at the 
school.

Of course, no initiative could succeed without the hard work of Hilltop families and students. Individuals 
provide their time, energy, and expertise to help the school operate. They support the school directly – 
through tuition, contributions, or volunteering – and indirectly by acting as ambassadors for Hilltop.

Growth brings additional challenges and responsibilities. Perhaps the biggest challenge is one that 
independent schools across the country are facing – maintaining financial stability in a slowly recovering 
economy. The reality is that high-quality educational programs and facilities are expensive. Hilltop’s board 
is focused on maintaining Hilltop’s financial standing now while also planning for long-term fiscal health. 

Another challenge is how to increase Hilltop’s diversity. The school is committed to making the Hilltop 
as accessible as possible to any student who wishes to attend.  But this requires additional resources and 
further underscores the need for long-term financial strength.

Finally, Hilltop faces the challenge of becoming more integrated with the surrounding community. The 
new facilities will help with that effort, but real integration will require commitment from the school 
community. We have recently partnered with the Morningside Shelter on several fundraising projects and 
look forward to more in the future. 

Fortunately, commitment is something that the Hilltop family does not lack. It shows in our growing 
facilities, our amazing teachers, and of course, in our children, with their thirst for knowledge and learning. 
This is an exciting time for Hilltop Montessori School. I look forward to working with all of you to 
support our students, families, programs, and community.

Mark Loevy-Reyes
Board President, 2013 - 2015

Growth Commitment DeDiCation  amazinG



Over the past year the school continued on a solid trajectory of rebuilding and growth. Following the 
exceptional financial stewardship of Tonia Wheeler, Hilltop was fortunate to recruit a new Head of School 
with very strong financial management skills, Tamara Mount.    

In addition to stabilizing the budget by paying close attention to controlling expenses, the school had a 
very good year in the area of fundraising and development. Crucial to these successes has been the solid 
administrative team assembled by the Head of School including Business Manager, Colleen Frankiewicz, 
and Director of Development,  Amelia Farnum. Both have done a remarkable job in their new roles, and it 
has made a real difference to the ability of the school to successfully manage its expenses and income this 
past year.
 
One factor crucial to the school’s financial stability is enrollment, which held steady with 116 students. 
In the coming year there are some exciting new initiatives developed by the Head of School which will 
allow us to grow enrollment further by adding a new Toddler Program.  With approximately 90% of our 
income currently coming from tuition, it is very encouraging that the school continues to see strong 
interest among prospective new students, and a high rate of re-enrollment among students currently at 
the school.  At a time when many independent schools are struggling in this area, it is a testament to the 
quality and value we have to offer to area families.
 
On the expense side, wages, benefits, and staff training/development are our largest expenses, with a 
focus on maintaining a highly skilled, motivated, and supported faculty, a key to our continued success.  
We are also very fortunate to have a relatively new and very efficient physical plant, which reduces the 
amount of money that has to go into operating costs.  With the addition of solar panels and the new 
high-efficiency multi-purpose building, the school has continued to add to the value of its infrastructure 
and expand its ability to successfully meet the needs of students now and in the future.
 
In 2014, we are looking forward to continuing to build upon the advances that have been made in the 
past year.  This includes targeted efforts at building the school’s endowment to help support operations 
in perpetuity and reduce our dependence on tuition alone, as well as strengthening our ability to 
successfully respond to future financial challenges by establishing a capital replacement and emergency 
reserve fund.  To be in a position of being able to focus pro-actively on these areas is an indication of 
how far we have come as an institution, the strength of our leadership and administrative teams, and the 
continued hard work and support of a large number of faculty and parents in further enhancing the ability 
of Hilltop to provide our students with a dynamic and high quality education in a unique setting.

Paul Capcara
Board Treasurer

Support Involvement AntIcIpAte ImpAct

2012/13         from THe Board Treasurer
income   2012/13

Tuition & fees                $1,652,600    89.2%

fundraising - annual fund           $38,300    2.1%

fundraising - events             $24,730    1.3%

fundraising -ms field Trips                $9,926    0.5%

Grant income              $17,725    1.0%

other income          $109,121    5.9%

  

              Total income $1,852,402         100%

  
  

expenses  

Wages, Benefits & staff development   $1,011,296     58.7%

financial aid & remissions       $231,170     13.4%

Building, maintenance & overhead      $172,266     10.0%

interest expense          $68,621       4.0%

classroom expenses & field Trips        $54,500       3.2%

all other operating expenses        $75,582       4.4%

depreciation         $108,419       6.3%

operating reserves       $130,548      7.0%

              Total expense  $1,852,402        100%
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2012/13                   from THe develoPmenT office

Happy Birthday, Hilltop Montessori School! 
In 2012, we celebrated our 40th anniversary, and what a year we had.  We welcomed seasoned 
development professional, Sarah Armour-Jones to our Administrative team as Development Director.  
Sarah played such an important role during our leadership transition and guided us through a very 
successful fundraising year. 

That summer, we received a generous birthday gift, the game-changing kind of gift that every independent 
school community dreams of.  Grandparents of current students, inspired by early Hilltop donors to the 
Keystone Capital Campaign, chose to join our original donors and fund the Arts Barn of our dreams with 
a donation of $2 million. The year was off to a stellar beginning!

The celebration continued into the fall, with parents, board members, faculty, and our extended Hilltop 
family showing their enthusiastic support with generous Annual Fund gifts totaling $38,300. 

In January, we received another astounding gift of $100,000 from a Hilltop family’s foundation. This grant 
significantly helped us fulfill the growing need for financial aid.  Thirty percent of our families receive 
financial aid for 10 to 40 percent of tuition, and that need is increasing.

Turning 40 often gives a person—or an institution—the freedom to break with convention. In 2012, 
we decided to shelve our spring auction event, which had been one of our go-to fundraisers, and take 
a chance on a novel fundraising idea brought to us by parent and local business owner, Chad Farnum 
(yes, there is a family connection, Chad is also my husband). Chad worked with Upper El students during 
their practical life lessons to build a portable 90-square-foot, energy efficient “tiny house,” which became 
the focus of a spring raffle. The students framed the building, learning all kinds of skills in the process. 
Raffle tickets were sold in person and online to customers as far away as Seattle. The house, which was 
displayed and raffled off at Brattleboro’s Strolling of the Heifers in June, turned out to be a hit! Our net 
income was $18,290, after we donated 10 percent of the proceeds to the Morningside Shelter. 

Other events during the year included a festive holiday Snowflake Auction and Raffle in December and 
a good old-fashioned tag sale in May.  About 20 Hilltop families sold their wares on the soccer field; the 
tiny house was on display; and we offered food concessions and a bouncy house for the kids. We netted 
$1,247 and more importantly, the event was a wonderful way to bring Hilltop families together and to 
attract the larger Brattleboro community to our campus! 

In July 2013, I started in my new position as Development Director. I feel so incredibly lucky to work 
with Hilltop’s fun, smart, and incredibly dedicated faculty, staff, board, and parent body. Thanks to all the 
volunteers who give their time and energy so generously.  You are appreciated!

Amelia Farnum
Development Director

Active  Willing  
independent



a timeline of giving and the arts barn
In the summer of 2012,   
a pair of grandparents, so impressed and 
inspired by the philanthropic spirit of our 
original donors to the Keystone Campaign, 
offered to join with our original donors and 
help us build the Arts Barn of our dreams. With 
a most generous gift of 2 million dollars, we 
are now in the construction phase of the Arts 
Barn which will house a black box theater, half 
basketball court, music room, kitchen, storage 
and staff room. 

Built into the total budget is a $500,000 
building maintenance endowment. Thanks to 
the generosity of all our donors, we can now 
cover the cost of constructing the building 
and maintaining it in the future. The funds for 
furnishings and theater and gym equipment will 
come from our community. In the spring of 
2014 we will launch a gift registry for barn items 
amongst other fundraising activities.

In the fall of 2011, with the 
Barn not only uninhabitable but also unsafe, 
our community responded yet again with a 
can-do spirit and The Keystone Capital 
Campaign committee was formed. Their mission: 
to renovate the building into an “arts Barn.”

The Keystone Campaign committee rallied 
astounding support raising $204,935! With the 
help of faithful and generous donors, plans were 
underway to renovate the existing building. 
Shortly thereafter, Hilltop began a transition of 
leadership and progress on the barn slowed, but 
determination did not.

 
More good news arrived in 

January of 2013. 
Hilltop received a grant of $100,000 from a 
Hilltop family’s foundation. This addition to the 
budget enables the school to meet the needs of 
more families now and into the future.  although 
the funds were unrestricted, some of the funds 
will be used for financial aid currently and 
some will be set aside for the beginnings of an 
endowment that will secure Hilltop Montessori 
School’s financial future.

We are a proud, determined, goal-oriented 

community! six years ago  
when faced with the reality of having to vacate 
our home at austine school, a die hard group of 
individuals led by former heads Kevin Campbell 
and Tonia Wheeler and parents Melany Kahn 
and Leland smith led us on a wonderful journey 
that eventually brought us to our current home 
on summit Circle.  at the time, completing 
the Middle school and the Children’s House/
elementary building were our top priorities. 
The renovations to transform The “Barn,” the 
large building in the center of our campus into a 
multi-purpose space would have to wait.                                                             



2013 Graduates of HMs

"i have learned how to welcome new things, 
and spend some portion of my time outside of 
my little box..."   ira   

BACK ROW, right to left: 

Josh Wolfman / BUHS, Ira Richardson / BFUHS, Deiter Brehm / Dublin School,  Terran 

Williams / BFUHS,  Spencer Loggia /BUHS, Pete Paasche / Northfield Mount Hermon,  

Rhea Smith / The Putney School,  Jonah Seigel / The Putney School

FRONT ROW, right to left: 

Gabriel Pofcher / BUHS,  Trevor Coulombe / The Putney School,  Madeline Rapp / 

BUHS,  Lili Houston / The Putney School, Eben Collins / The Putney School

 

"i have discovered two things, that 
knowledge is power, and that friendship is 
priceless..."   Trevor 

"i was challenged, my writing improved, i 
sharpened my algebraic knife, and i discovered 
a few things about myself. "   Terran 

"i have learned to find the art in math 
and the science in grammar. "   lili 
 

"a supportive community, like Hilltop, has given me 
opportunities to express my individuality in the safe 
and loving fellowship of students..."   Joshua 

"...i wished Hilltop was easier, but i think the 
challenge has been one of the best parts of 
my time here."   eben 

"it is a family with whom i can be whoever i want, and be 
accepted with open arms."   Gabe

2012/13    annual rePorT / GifT rePorT >
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AnnuAl Fund 

leadership donors
anonymous
Peter armour
The clermont foundation
alix, michael and rosalie fedoruk
sally Greenleaf
The new york community Trust, T. roland 
Berner fund
robyn ostrander and Jerry doherty
rita ramirez and Tom Bodett
leland and Jared smith
† lynn and allan stewart
Tonia and Whit Wheeler

Alum GP
elmer anderson
 
Alum
nora Gordon ‘00
claire Griffith ‘03
evan Griffith ‘02
sam slowinski ‘01

Alum Parent
sandra campbell
debra drown and Jessamyn Bart
Kathleen Graves and donald freeman
nancy Haydock
deedee and marcy Jones
carolyn and Jim olivier
andy rome
rebecca rueter
diane and Bari shamas
susan and Walter slowinski
Beth spicer
dena and Howard Weiss-Tisman
Tonia and Whit Wheeler
ines Zeller-Bass and eric Bass

Current Grandparents
anonymous
Peter armour
emira and osman avdic
robert Blumberg
Kay and elmer Bogart
Jill and don Brehm
Justine and Paul capcara
mary ellen copeland and ed anthes
sally Greenleaf
lynn lederer and les long

eve fox and Tom lewis
Betty Hellman
susan James
carol Kornheiser and
Joseph sanchez
mrs. robert mclean
nancy nixon
Judith Palmer
nancy and Hugh Pennell
florence and cecile Perretta
dena and James reed
sally reynolds
catherine and sam robinson
Garrett smith
diane and Wayne stemmer
martha and Bob stout
elizabeth and andrew Thompson
mary Warzecha
Joan and robert young

Current Parents
anonymous
sarah armour-Jones and steve Jones
Wendy Bayliss and eric Pofcher
anna Berry and alan lurz
Jennifer Betit-engel and christian engel
stephanie Betit-Hancock and
  James Hancock
Karen Blumberg and Tim Berg
ann Brehm
† Kathie and Paul capcara
Kristin cassidy and Jason stebbins
sara coffey and dave snyder
Tara and Josh davis
mallory and mike elliott
amanda ellis-Thurber and ross Thurber
amelia and chad farnum
alix, michael and rosalie fedoruk
rebecca and Todd fontaine
ellen, Kevin, Jamie and ryder Garvey
Jean and ross Gibson
linda Gordon and W. Bruce fenn
cindy and matt Guiltinan
saskia Grooms and rob young
stacy and david Hiler
† Kate Jellema and seth Harter
melany Kahn and Bo foard
† serina and Patrick Keppel
Kerstin Kjellberg
Kim and rich Korson
elisa lafayette
Jamie laPlante and eddie monroe
Kim and Hal lier

THe KeySTone CAMPAiGn

leadership donors

anonymous
catie and Bruce Berg
* linda Blumberg
* The Jeffery Wallace ellis Trust
emily mason Kahn and Wolf Kahn
Gay and dick Harter
† * Kate Jellema and seth Harter
* The lapham family
* rita ramirez and Tom Bodett
* liz and mark richards
* leland and Jared smith
* susan and charles snyder
* sara Warner-Phillips and steve Phillips

Friends of Hilltop

marti anderson and michael silberman
anonymous
Karen Blumberg and Tim Berg
† Kathie and Paul capcara
Justine and Paul capcara
* alix, michael and rosalie fedoruk
robert Gannett
† * serina and Patrick Keppel
The new york community Trust, 
   T. roland Berner fund
Kevin schmidt
linda schmidt and Todd Kammerzelt
† * Jenny and randy smith
† * lynn and allan stewart
Betsy and Harry Welch
richard Wolfman

*gifts given in fy 2013
† Board of Trustees 2012-2013
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accuracy is important to us. 
Please accept our apology and 
notify us if your name was left 
out or misspelled.



mary lindquist and Kurt Johnson
† debra and mark loevy-reyes
vanessa long and Benjamin Boyarko
Tanya luttinger and Ben James
leigh marthe
† ariel nelson
rebecca nixon and michael collins
denise Paasche and Tony Blofson
eileen and Bob Parks
ellie and andrew Pennell
robyn ostrander and Jerry doherty
rita ramirez and Tom Bodett
cathy and dana rapp
liz and Peter richards
Judy robinson and Paul Bogart
amanda and nathan rupard
Helen schmidt and finn campman
Beverly stone
Jennifer sutton and Todd smith
† Jenny and randy smith
leland and Jared smith
liz and Prentiss smith
† lynn and allan stewart
eden and Kurt Terrell
Henny Walsh and art costa
lissa Weinmann and John loggia
Winter family
rosie and matthew Wojcik

Current Students
emeline stewart ‘17
leah sutton-smith ‘17

Faculty and Staff
lauren and Kevin campbell
Jay cook and Julie cunningham
Paul and susan dedell
dan filler and Walter fogg
Tom Griffith and leslie Turpin
cheryl and scott matthews
melissa mroz-Gaskill and Peter Gaskill
connie rugg-damery and dave 
damery
sarah skuse
Jessica Thomas

Foundations
clermont foundation
The new york community Trust, T. 
roland Berner fund

Friends
laura Berkowitz
June c. damery
Judy Gutow
connie Hall
carol and richard mayer
contee seely
marcia and Philip steckler
Karen and Bob Tortolani
margaret Ward

envision the Future 
Capital Campaign 2011
d’alessio and associates

envision the Future 
Capital Campaign 2012
The Powers family
d’alessio and associates

in-Kind Gifts
sara coffey and dave snyder
stephanie Betit-Hancock and
  James Hancock
farnum insulators
leslie Turpin and Tom Griffith

Financial Aid Fund
Janet and Jeremy Birch
rose and Glenn Boynton
andy chalifour
christopher coutant
sujin and lloyd dakin
Griff and mark Goehring
elizabeth and moss linder
stephanie Peduzzi and James Baker
liz and mark richards
laura Pratt and Jimmy Woodberry
lise sparrow and claude Pepin
† lynn and allan stewart
Harriet and Burt Tepfer
Tonia and Whit Wheeler
connie Woodberry

Snowflake Auction donors
 in-kind gifts
anonymous
sarah armour-Jones and steve Jones
Baker’s Hallmark
alix fedoruk
Brattleboro food co-op
dieneba diallo

farnum insulators
stacy and david Hiler
Jasmine aesthetics
magic Wings
cheryl and scott matthews
mount snow lTd
melissa mroz-Gaskill and Peter Gaskill
offerings
rita ramirez
vermont Bowl company
Tonia and Whit Wheeler
Walgreens

Grant income
anonymous
emily mason and 
  Wolf Kahn foundation
entergy, inc. 

Alabama donations
colin campbell ‘08
lauren and Kevin campbell
malcolm donaldson ‘05
rosa donaldson ‘09
debra drown and Jessamyn Bart
Karen Guggisberg
nate Guggisberg ‘11
Kathleen Hathaway
The Ketcham family
eileen Kitinoja
clara leonor cruz-st. John ‘07
diana and John mcKay
elizabeth and moss linder
Janice and nadav malin
michaela malin ‘12
emma rueter ‘12
rebecca rueter
Ben shumlin ‘12
Joan and robert young
lora Zorian and Hannah Zorian

† Board of Trustees 2012-13




